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What does it mean to be human? What if the price of saving humanity is giving up your own?The
year is 2322, and we stand upon the precipice of extinction. The invading Metigen armada has
decimated the eastern third of settled space in a matter of days, leaving tens of millions dead.
Determined to save the heart of human civilization, Earth and Seneca at last put aside their
differences to face the threat together. But even this may not be enough to stop the fleet of
colossal dreadnoughts inhabited by advanced AIs.Alex Solovy and Caleb Marano hold the key
to defeating the invaders, for they know the secrets the aliens wage war to protect. Now they
face a deadly gauntlet of relentless alien hunters and assassins sent to kill them before they can
unleash a potent new weapon. They will risk everything in a bid to save their families, their loved
ones, the entire human race—even if it means they can’t save each other.The lines blur between
man and machine, ally and enemy, and soldier and civilian. In a final stand against an ancient,
powerful foe intent on eradicating it from the universe, humanity comes face to face with its
destiny.

PRAISE FOR THE AMARANTHE NOVELS:When faced with its greatest challenge, will
humanity rise to triumph or fall to ruin?Aurora Rising is an epic tale of galaxy-spanning
adventure, of the thrill of discovery and the unquenchable desire to reach ever farther into the
unknown. It's a tale of humanity at its best and worst, of love and loss, of fear and heroism. It's
the story of a woman who sought the stars and found more than anyone imagined
possible.***"G.S. Jensen magically weaves a wondrous tapestry that pulls us in and spurs us
across a galaxy of her own making. As slaves to her whims we are taken along for a ride of
intrigue, murder, adventure and a bit of romance. All woven so completely that she sucks you in
head over heels, leaving her readers salivating for more." -- Reviews of the Written
Word***"Starshine...smoothly weaves together multiple story lines with intrigue, murder,
adventure and even a bit of romance." -- The Best Sci Fi Books, naming Starshine 14th among
the 23 best sci-fi books by female authors in the last 50+ years***"[A] brilliant trilogy "Aurora
Rising" by G. S. Jennsen. You are thrown into action and suspense from the start and the plot of
the story unravels at a satisfying pace, all the time giving the feeling of deeper and even more
nefarious revelations to come. [I]t's the characters who really make or unmake a book, and here
Jennsen really shines...The Aurora Rising trilogy is a must read." -- Book O' Loco***"This book
might be the perfect set-in-space science fiction book. That's [a] bold statement with things like
Hitchhiker's Guide roaming about, but I feel that strongly about it. Jennsen is one of those
magical authors who make you forget you're reading." -- Novel Commentary***"Start a
conversation about best world-building in sci-fi, "hidden gems," or addictive and re-readable
storylines, and you'll hear about G.S. Jennsen's magnificent Amaranthe series. Jennsen has a



gift for connecting readers to her characters; you can't help but to be fully invested in their
struggle to triumph over the seemingly impossible challenges they face. The stories are gritty,
the heroes determined, the readers... hooked. How can you not be? This is a truly EPIC series. If
you haven't picked it up yet, you really must." -- Discover Sci-fiFrom the AuthorThis ebook is
provided free of DRM restrictions.Visit gsjennsen.com to explore concept art and other media
and get the inside scoop on AMARANTHE. Subscribe to receive free books and short stories,
stay up-to-date on all the latest news and be the first to know about special announcements and
new book releases.Interested in G. S. Jennsen's other books? Get STARSHINE: Aurora Rising
Book One (Amaranthe # 1) for FREE: a.co/0GkcHZLAbout the AuthorG. S. Jennsen is an
internationally bestselling science fiction author, futurist, geek & gamer, as well as a recovering
lawyer and software engineer. *Website: gsjennsen.comNewsletter: smarturl.it/gsjennsen-
subscribeTwitter: @GSJennsenFacebook: facebook.com/gsjennsen.authorRead more
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UNIVERSEAURORA RHAPSODYAurora
RisingSTARSHINEVERTIGOTRANSCENDENCEAurora
RenegadesSIDESPACEDISSONANCEABYSMAurora
ResonantRELATIVITYRUBICONREQUIEMASTERION NOIREXIN EX MACHINAOF A DARKER
VOIDTHE STARS LIKE GODSRIVEN WORLDSCONTINUUMINVERSIONECHO RIFTSHORT
STORIESRESTLESS, VOL. I • RESTLESS, VOL. II • APOGEE • SOLATIUMVENATORIS •
RE/GENESIS • MERIDIAN • FRACTALS • CHRYSALISLearn more at or visit the .DRAMATIS
PERSONAEMAIN CHARACTERSAlexis ‘Alex’ SolovyStarship pilot, scout and space explorer;
daughter of Miriam and David Solovy.Faction: Earth AllianceCaleb MaranoSpecial operations
agent, Senecan Federation Division of Intelligence.Faction: Senecan FederationMiriam Solovy
(Fleet Admiral)Eleni Gianno (Field Marshal)EASC Board Chairman; mother of Alex Solovy,
widow of David SolovyHead of SF Military Council; Commander of SF Armed ForcesFaction:
Earth AllianceFaction: Senecan FederationRichard Navick (Brigadier)Graham DelavasiEASC
Naval Intelligence Liaison; family friend of the SolovysDirector, Senecan Federation Division of
IntelligenceFaction: Earth AllianceFaction: Senecan FederationMalcolm Jenner
(Colonel)Morgan Lekkas (Commander)Captain, EAS Orion; friend of AlexPilot, 3rd Squad/3rd
Wing, SF Southern FleetFaction: Earth AllianceFaction: Senecan FederationKennedy
RossiAbigail CanivonDirector, Design/Prototyping, IS Design; friend of Alex, NoahDirector,
Cybernetic Research Center, Druyan InstituteFaction: Earth AllianceFaction: IndependentLiam
O’Connell (General)Noah TerrageFormer EASC Board Chairman (AWOL)Tech dealer/smuggler;
friend of Caleb, KennedyFaction: Earth AllianceFaction: IndependentBrooklyn Harper



(Captain)Mia Requelme1st NW MSO Platoon Special ForcesBusinesswoman; friend of Caleb,
NoahFaction: Earth AllianceFaction: IndependentDevon ReynoldsOlivia MontegreuEASC
Special Projects consultant; quantum computing specialistHead of Zelones criminal
cartelFaction: Earth AllianceFaction: IndependentOTHER CHARACTERS(Alphabetical
Order)Aiden TrieneriLionel TerrageHead of Triene criminal cartelCEO, Surno Materials; Noah’s
fatherFaction: IndependentFaction: Earth AllianceANNIELiz ObertiEA Military Artificial Neural
NetFormer Asst. Director, SF Division of IntelligenceFaction: Earth AllianceFaction: Senecan
FederationAristide VranasMadison LedesmeChairman, SF GovernmentGovernor of
RomaneFaction: Senecan FederationFaction: IndependentBeshe Yardua (Major)Mangele
SantiagarTactical Detachment, EAS FitzgeraldFormer EA Trade Minister; deceasedFaction:
Earth AllianceFaction: Earth AllianceCase Spencer (Major)Marlee Marano3rd NE MSO, 7th
PlatoonIsabela’s daughter; Caleb’s nieceFaction: Earth AllianceFaction: Senecan
FederationCharles GagnonMatei UttaraSpeaker, EA AssemblyAssassinFaction: Earth
AllianceFaction: IndependentChristopher Rychen (Admiral)MenoEA NE Regional
CommanderMia’s Artificial Neural NetFaction: Earth AllianceFaction: IndependentClaire
ZabroiMichael VoloskHacker; friend of Alex, KennedyFormer Director, Spec Ops, SF Division of
Intelligence; deceasedFaction: Earth AllianceFaction: Senecan FederationDavid Solovy
(Commander)Nelson Escarra (Commodore)Alex’s father; Miriam’s spouse; Captain, EAS
Stalwart; deceasedCaptain, EAS CantignyFaction: Earth AllianceFaction: Earth AllianceEmily
BronNikos Gaetan (Colonel)Devon's girlfriendCaptain, SFS PindusFaction: Earth
AllianceFaction: Senecan FederationEthan TollisOliver Dohman (Commander)Musician; Alex’s
former lover; deceasedFlight Deck Chief, EAS AkagiFaction: Earth AllianceFaction: Earth
AllianceEun ShàoOskar Wyryck (Brigadier)Head of Shào criminal cartelDirector, Space
Materials ComplexFaction: IndependentFaction: Earth AllianceFelix Grigg (Admiral)Paul
Cavaste (Admiral)Director, Earth Terrestrial DefenseCaptain, SFS LeonidasFaction: Earth
AllianceFaction: Senecan FederationFrancesca MaranoPell Fullerton (Admiral)Caleb and
Isabela’s motherCaptain, EAS JeffersonFaction: Senecan FederationFaction: Earth
AllianceGavril PeshkaRobert PeshkaResident of New CairoResident of New CairoFaction:
Senecan FederationFaction: Senecan FederationGregor Kone (Captain)Roge Kessler
(Captain)1st NW MSO Special ForcesEA Naval IntelligenceFaction: Earth AllianceFaction: Earth
AllianceHideyo MoriSamuel PadovaEA Defense MinisterFormer spec ops agent, SF
Intelligence; mentor of Caleb; deceasedFaction: Earth AllianceFaction: Senecan
FederationIsabela MaranoSTANBiochemistry professor; Caleb’s sister, Marlee’s motherSF
Military Artificial Neural NetFaction: Senecan FederationFaction: Senecan FederationJaron
NythalStefan MaranoFormer Asst. Director, SF Division of Trade; deceasedCaleb and Isabela’s
father; deceasedFaction: Senecan FederationFaction: Senecan FederationJoseph Vinsk
(Specialist)Steven BrennonComm Officer, EAS AkagiEA Prime MinisterFaction: Earth
AllianceFaction: Earth AllianceJules Hervé (Brigadier)ValkyrieDirector, EASC Special
ProjectsDruyan Institute’s Artificial Neural NetFaction: Earth AllianceFaction: IndependentKian



Lange (Major)Veton Lushenko (Rear Admiral)Director, EASC Security BureauCaptain, SFS
IsonzoFaction: Earth AllianceFaction: Senecan FederationWilliam ‘Will’ SuttonCEO, W.C. Sutton
Construction; SF intelligence agent; Richard’s spouseFaction: Senecan FederationDelve into the
maps, characters and more at theAURORA RISINGSYNOPSISSTARSHINEBy the year 2322,
humanity has expanded into the stars to inhabit over 100 worlds spread across a third of the
galaxy. Though thriving as never before, they have not discovered the key to utopia, and societal
divisions and conflicts run as deep as ever.Two decades ago a group of breakaway colonies
rebelled to form the Senecan Federation. They fought the Earth Alliance, won their
independence in the Crux War and began to rise in wealth and power.Now a cabal of powerful
individuals within both superpowers and the criminal underground set in motion a plot designed
to incite renewed war between the Alliance and Federation. Olivia Montegreu, Liam O’Connell,
Matei Uttara and others each foment war for their own reasons. One man, Marcus Aguirre,
manipulates them all, for only he knows what awaits humanity if the plot fails.*Alexis Solovy is a
starship pilot and explorer. Her father, a fallen war hero, gave his life in the Crux War. As
Operations Director for Earth Alliance Strategic Command (EASC), her mother Miriam Solovy is
an influential military leader. But Alex seeks only the freedom of space and has made a fortune
by reading the patterns in the chaos to uncover the hidden wonders of the stars aboard her
cutting-edge scout ship, the Siyane.Caleb Marano is a special ops intelligence agent for the
Senecan Federation. His trade is to become whatever the situation requires: to lie, deceive,
outwit and if necessary use lethal force to bring his target to justice. Clever and enigmatic, he’s
long enjoyed the thrill and danger his job brings, but now finds himself troubled by the death of
his mentor.*On Earth, Alex is preparing for an expedition to the Metis Nebula, a remote region
on the fringes of explored space, when she receives an unexpected offer to lead the Alliance’s
space exploration program. After a typically contentious meeting with her mother, she refuses
the job.On Seneca, Caleb returns from a forced vacation spent with his sister Isabela and her
daughter Marlee. Fresh off eradicating the terrorist group who murdered his mentor, he receives
a new mission from Special Operations Director Michael Volosk: conduct a threat assessment
on disturbing readings originating from the Metis Nebula.While Alex and Caleb separately travel
toward Metis, a Trade Summit between the Alliance and Federation begins on the resort world of
Atlantis. Colonel Richard Navick, lifelong friend of the Solovys and EASC Naval Intelligence
Liaison, is in charge of surveillance for the Summit. Unbeknownst to him, the provocation for
renewed war will begin under his watch.Jaron Nythal, Asst. Trade Director for the Federation,
abets the infiltration of the Summit by the assassin Matei Uttara. Matei kills a Federation attaché,
Chris Candela, and assumes his identity. On the final night of the Summit, he poisons Alliance
Trade Minister Santiagar with a virus which overloads his cybernetics, causing a fatal stroke.
Matei escapes in the ensuing chaos.Shortly after departing Seneca, Caleb is attacked by
mercenary ships. He defeats them, but when he later encounters Alex’s ship on the fringes of
Metis, he believes her to be another mercenary and fires on her. In the ensuing firefight she
destroys his ship, though not before suffering damage to her own, and he crashes on a nearby



planet. She is forced to land to effect repairs; recognizing her attacker will die without rescue,
she takes him prisoner.Richard Navick and Michael Volosk each separately scramble to uncover
the truth of the Santiagar assassination while Olivia Montegreu, the leader of the Zelones
criminal cartel, schemes with Marcus Aguirre to implement the next phase in their plan. Olivia
routes missiles provided by Alliance General Liam O’Connell to a group of mercenaries.Fighting
past distrust and suspicion, Alex and Caleb complete repairs on the Siyane using salvaged
material from the wreckage of his ship. Having gained a degree of camaraderie and affection, if
not quite trust, they depart the planet in search of answers to the mystery at the heart of
Metis.What they discover is a scene from a nightmare—an armada of monstrous alien ships
emerging from a massive portal, gathering a legion in preparation for an invasion.Meanwhile,
Olivia’s mercenaries launch a devastating attack on the Federation colony of Palluda. Disguised
to look like a strike by Alliance military forces, the attack has the desired effect of inciting war.
The Federation retaliates by leveling an Alliance military base on Arcadia, and the Second Crux
War has begun.Alex and Caleb flee the Metis Nebula to warn others of the impending threat,
only to learn war has broken out between their respective governments. Caleb delivers
information about the alien threat to Volosk. He informs the Director of Intelligence, Graham
Delavasi, who alerts the Federation government Chairman Vranas and the military’s supreme
commander, Field Marshal Gianno. Forced to focus on the new war with the Alliance for now,
they nonetheless dispatch a stealth infiltration team to investigate Metis.Caleb is requested to
accompany the team and return to Metis, only Alex refuses to drop him off on her way to Earth.
Tensions flare, but Caleb realizes he’s emotionally compromised even as Alex realizes she must
let him go. Instead, he agrees to go to Earth with her, and together with Volosk they devise a
plan to try to bring a swift end to the war by exposing its suspicious beginnings.The plan goes
awry when Caleb is arrested shortly after they arrive—by Alex’s mother—after his true identity is
leaked to Richard by those in league with Marcus.While Caleb is locked away in a detention
facility, his friend Noah Terrage is recruited by Olivia to smuggle explosives to Vancouver.
Possessing a conscience, he refuses. The infiltration team sent by the Federation to Metis
vanishes as the Second Crux War escalates.Alex is forced to choose between her government,
her family and what she knows is right. She turns to her best friend, Kennedy Rossi, and their old
hacker acquaintance, Claire Zabroi. Plans in place, Alex presents her evidence on the alien
armada to a skeptical EASC Board. Their tepid reaction leads to a final confrontation with her
mother and a final plea to focus on the true threat.Alex hacks military security and breaks Caleb
out of confinement. Allegiances declared and choices made, they at last give in to the passion
they feel for one another. Despite lingering resentment toward the Federation for her father’s
death and fear that Caleb is merely playing a role, she agrees to accompany him to Seneca to
find another way to combat the looming invasion.Caleb appeals to his friend and former lover,
Mia Requelme, for help in covering their tracks. She hides the Siyane safely away on Romane
while Alex and Caleb travel to Seneca. Secretly, Caleb asks Mia to hack the ship while they are
gone to grant him full access and flying privileges, something Alex zealously guards for herself.



Mia uses her personal Artificial, Meno, to break the encryption on the ship.On Earth, Richard
wrestles with unease and doubt as he begins to believe Alex’s claims about the origin of the war.
He confesses his dilemma to his husband, Will Sutton. Will urges him to work to bring about
peace and offers to convey Santiagar’s autopsy report to Alex in the hope the Senecan
government can find in it evidence to prove the assassination was not their doing.Caleb and
Alex hand over the autopsy report Will forwarded and all the raw data they recorded on the
aliens to Volosk. In return he arranges meetings with the highest levels of leadership.As Alex and
Caleb enjoy a romantic dinner, EASC Headquarters is destroyed in a massive bombing
executed by agents of Olivia and Marcus. Though intended to be killed in the attack, due to a
last minute scheduling conflict Miriam Solovy is not on the premises. Instead EASC Board
Chairman Alamatto perishes, along with thousands of others. On the campus but outside
Headquarters, Richard narrowly escapes critical injury.Within minutes of the bombing, Caleb
and Alex are ambushed by mercenaries in downtown Cavare. Caleb kills them all in dramatic
fashion, but is unaware that Alex was hit by a stray shot. In the panic of the moment he mistakes
her shellshocked behavior for fear of the killer he has revealed himself to be.Despondent but
resolved to protect her, he flees with her to the Intelligence building. Upon arriving, they find the
unthinkable—Michael Volosk has been murdered, his throat slit in the parking lot.Suddenly
unable to trust anyone, Caleb pleas with Alex to go with him to the spaceport, but she collapses
from her injuries. With one clear mission, he steals a skycar and returns to their ship, where he
can treat her wounds in the relative safety of space.The EASC bombing successfully executed,
Olivia’s Zelones network turns its attention to Noah. In refusing to smuggle the explosives he is
now a liability; the first attempt on his life misses him but kills his companion. Searching for
answers, he traces the source of the hit and realizes he was targeted because of his friendship
with Caleb. Lacking other options and with a price on his head, he flees Pandora for
Messium.Miriam returns to preside over the devastation at EASC Headquarters. She begins the
process of moving the organization forward—only to learn the evidence implicates Caleb as the
perpetrator.Marcus moves one step nearer to his goal when the Alliance Assembly passes a No
Confidence Vote against Prime Minister Brennon. Marcus’ friend Luis Barrera is named PM, and
he quickly appoints Marcus Foreign Minister.Alex regains consciousness aboard their rented
ship as they race back to Romane. Misunderstandings and innate fears drive them to the
breaking point, then bring them closer than ever. The moment of contentment is short-lived,
however, as Caleb—and by extension Alex—is publicly named a suspect in the bombing.Every
copy of the raw data captured at the portal, except for the original in Alex’s possession, has now
been destroyed. Recognizing an even deeper secret must reside within the portal and hunted by
conspirators and authorities alike, Alex and Caleb begin a desperate gambit to clear their names
and discover a way to defeat the aliens.On reaching Romane, Alex, Caleb and the Siyane are
protected by Mia while they prepare. Kennedy brings equipment to replace the ship’s shielding
damaged in Metis. On the Siyane, she realizes the repairs made using the material from Caleb’s
ship have begun transforming the hull into a new, stronger metal. Caleb receives encouragement



from his sister Isabela, and a gesture of trust from Alex in the form of a chair.Back on Earth,
Miriam and Richard work to clear Alex’s name, even as Miriam is threatened by the newly-
named EASC Board Chairman, Liam O’Connell. Marcus informs his alien contact that his plan
has nearly come to fruition, only to be told he is out of time.As the invaders commence their
assault on the frontiers of settled space by sieging the colony of Gaiae, Alex and Caleb breach
the aliens’ mysterious, otherworldly portal at the heart of the Metis Nebula.*VERTIGOBEYOND
THE PORTALAlex and Caleb survive the portal traversal to discover empty darkness on the
other side, but before long they are attacked by a host of alien vessels. Alex discerns an artificial
space within the emptiness and pitches the Siyane into it. The vessels do not follow, and they
find themselves in the atmosphere of a hidden planet.The planet mimics Earth in almost every
way, but is 1/3 the size and orbits no sun. It differs in one other respect as well—time moves
differently here. Days back home pass in hours here.When they land and venture outside to
explore their surroundings, Alex notices the ship’s hull continues to transform into a new,
unknown metal. As she puzzles over it they are attacked—by a dragon. The beast captures Alex
and flies off with her.Caleb takes control of the ship to chase the dragon. As it reaches a
mountain range, the Siyane impacts an invisible barrier which throws it back to its origin point.
On his return Caleb encounters and kills 2 additional dragons. Believing the barrier is a
technology repulsor but uncertain of its parameters, he crafts a sword from a piece of metal,
deactivates his eVi and crosses the barrier on foot.Alex wakes in a memory. Eleven years old,
she enjoys breakfast with her parents, then overhears a conversation between them she in
reality never witnessed. Realizing this is an illusion, she demands to be set free. A ghostly,
disembodied voice challenges her. Thus begins her journey through a series of scenes from the
past in which she is forced to watch events unfold, helpless to intervene or escape, as her
protests, tirades and desperate pleas go unanswered.— First is a gauntlet of her own mistakes.
Designed to paint her as selfish and uncaring, her worst flaws are displayed in encounters with
friends, former lovers and most of all with her mother.— She views a massive battle between the
Alliance and Federation and realizes this is about more than her—the aliens having been
watching and recording events across human civilization.— Traveling further back in time, Alex
suffers through the Hong Kong Incident 232 years earlier. Over 50,000 people died when an
Artificial trapped HK University residents for 5 weeks without food. At its conclusion her captor
speaks to her for only the second time, telling her she has ‘done well.’— She is sent to the bridge
of her father’s cruiser in the middle of the Kappa Crucis battle of the 1st Crux War—the battle
that took his life. She sees her father’s heroism as he protects thousands of civilians against a
Federation assault, then his last moments as, his ship crippled, he contacts Miriam to say
goodbye. The heartbreak and emotion of the scene devastates Alex, leaving her crumpled on
the floor sobbing as the Stalwart explodes.When it’s over, she thanks her unseen captor for
showing her this event. It expresses confusion at the incongruity of her distress and her thanks,
leading her to observe that for all their watching, they still have no idea what it means to be
human. Before the interchange can continue, she is told she will wake up, as her companion



approaches.Caleb hiked through the mountains for 2 days. The environment led him to recall a
mission with Samuel, during which his mentor divulged the woman he loved was killed by
slavers he’d been investigating. Later, Caleb discovers small orbs hovering in the air to generate
the tech repulsion field. He renders several inert and confiscates them.Having reached the
dragon’s den, he attacks it using the sword, and after an extended battle flays and kills it. As he
nears the structure the dragon guarded, an ethereal being materializes but allows him to
pass.Alex awakens as Caleb enters, and they share a tender reunion. Soon, however, he is
forced to admit Mia’s hacking of her ship. He expects her to lash out in anger, but she instead
declares her love for him. He quickly reciprocates, and rather unexpectedly they find themselves
reconciled and closer than before. She recounts her experiences while a captive, and they
decide to seek out the alien.Eventually they come upon a lush valley sheltering a large lake; the
alien Caleb encountered soars above it. It approaches them while morphing into a humanoid
form and introduces itself as Mnemosyne.Though enigmatic and evasive, the alien reveals its
kind have been observing humans for aeons. It suggests humanity is being conquered because
it advanced more swiftly and to a greater extent than expected. On further pressing, the alien—
Alex has dubbed it ‘Mesme’—indicates the invading ships are AIs, sent to cower people into
submission if possible, to exterminate them if not. It emphasizes the ships are only machines,
and notes humans have machines as powerful—Artificials. Part of Alex’s test was to ensure she
appreciated the dangers and limitations of Artificials, but also their potential.Alex recalls a
meeting 4 years ago with Dr. Canivon, a cybernetics expert, during which she met Canivon’s
Artificial, Valkyrie. Alex and Valkyrie liked one another, and Canivon explained her research into
making Artificials safer and better aligned with human interests. She begins to understand what
Mesme is suggesting, but pushes for more intel and acquires a copy of the code powering the
planet’s cloaking shield.Mesme admits to believing humans are worth saving. The alien warns
them they will be hunted on their return through the portal; at this point a second alien appears
and a confrontation ensues. Mesme deters the new alien long enough to transport Alex and
Caleb back to the Siyane. They arrive to learn the ship’s hull has been completely transformed
into the new metal.Alex studies the cloaking shield code and adapts it for use on her ship. They
depart the planet and discover a massive shipyard where superdreadnoughts are being built
and dispatched to their galaxy. Beyond it lies a portal 10x larger than the one that brought them
here. It generates the TLF wave being directed into the Metis Nebula—as well as 50 more waves
projected in a fanlike pattern.They track one of the waves to a portal identical to the one leading
to Metis. They traverse it to find the signals replicated in a new space and a second origin portal,
which leads them to conclude this is an elaborate, interlocking tunnel network.Caleb devises a
way to destroy the shipyard using the tech repulsion orbs he confiscated. They launch the orbs
into the facility then activate them, resulting in its obliteration. This attracts the attention of enemy
ships, which chase the Siyane through a series of portal jumps. Alex asks Caleb to fly her ship
while she figures out a path that will deposit them nearest their own exit point.On reaching it,
Alex activates the sLume drive and traverses it at superluminal speed to emerge parsecs



beyond the portal and well past the waiting enemies in the Metis Nebula. With working
communications, they learn they’ve been cleared of all charges. Alex sends a message to
Kennedy, telling her they are alive and have destroyed the aliens’ shipyard.*MILKY WAYAs the
2nd Crux War escalates, Federation forces conquer the Alliance colony of Desna. Lt. Col.
Malcolm Jenner’s Juno is the sole defender, and it escapes just before being crippled.Miriam
jousts with Liam even as she remains under a cloud of suspicion due to Alex’s alleged
involvement in the HQ bombing. Richard enlists the aid of a quantum computing specialist,
Devon Reynolds, to help uncover the tampering in government records which led to the framing
of Caleb and Alex for the bombing.On Seneca, Dir. of Intelligence Graham Delavasi reviews
Michael Volosk’s files, including his suspicions regarding Jaron Nythal, and decides to follow up
on the suspicions. Nythal tries to flee, but before he can do so the assassin Matei Uttara kills
him. When Graham is called to the crime scene, he connects the dots and realizes a conspiracy
does exist, and at least one person in his organization is involved.Caleb’s sister Isabela is taken
in for questioning. In order to gain her trust, Graham reveals to her that her father was an
investigator for Intelligence and was killed 20 years earlier by a resistance group planning to
overthrow the Federation government. Her father’s apparent abandonment of his family was a
feint to protect them. After he was killed, the government covered up the incident.On Messium,
Kennedy is headed to a meeting when the aliens attack and becomes trapped under falling
debris. She is rescued by a passing stranger—who turns out to be Noah Terrage—and they
seek shelter. While her injuries heal they study the aliens’ interference with comms and find a
way to circumvent it. Kennedy sends a message to Miriam.The Alliance launches an offensive to
retake Desna. While the battle rages in space, Malcolm Jenner and a special forces team rescue
the Desnan governor and his family. The Alliance fails to retake the colony. Meanwhile, an
explosion takes the life of EA Prime Minister Barrera. In the wake of his death Marcus Aguirre—
who arranged Barrera’s murder—is named Prime Minister.Devon Reynolds uncovers alterations
to the records used to frame Caleb and Alex for the HQ bombing. At Richard’s request he and a
group of hackers leak the evidence to media outlets.Upon seeing the news Graham Delavasi
refocuses his efforts to expose the conspiracy. Suspecting his deputy, Liz Oberti, he uses
Isabela to set a trap. Oberti is arrested but refuses to provide intel.The EASC Board meets about
the Messium attack, where Miriam shares Kennedy’s method to thwart the comm interference.
Admiral Rychen readies a mission to drive the aliens off Messium.While Richard and Miriam
discuss Alex’s name being cleared, Richard’s husband, Will Sutton, arrives. In an effort to help
expose the conspiracy and end the 2nd Crux War, he confesses he is an undercover Senecan
Intelligence agent and puts Richard in touch with Graham.Following a heated confrontation with
Will, Richard departs to meet Graham on Pandora. Together they interrogate a man suspected
of smuggling explosives into Vancouver. The man gives up Olivia Montegreu, and they formulate
a plan to ensnare her.Miriam confronts Liam over his mismanagement of the war and alien
invasion. Enraged, he strikes her, but she refuses to be intimidated. Marcus reaches out to his
alien contact, entreating that he now has the power to cease human expansion and pleading



with it to end the offensive, but the alien does not respond.Olivia visits a subordinate on Krysk,
but finds Richard and Graham waiting for her. In exchange for her freedom, she gives up Marcus
and the details of their conspiracy. Before they part ways Graham gives Richard Will’s
intelligence file.Malcolm is sent to assist Admiral Rychen in the Messium offensive. As the battle
commences, Kennedy and Noah flee their hideout in an attempt to reach a small military station
across the city. They witness horrific devastation and death, but successfully reach the station
and repair several shuttles to escape.The Alliance ships struggle to hold their own against a
powerful enemy. Malcolm retrieves the fleeing shuttles and learns the details of the situation on
the ground. Faced with the reality that Alliance forces will eventually be defeated, the fleet
retreats to save the remaining ships for future battles.Graham returns to Seneca to inform
Federation Chairman Vranas of the conspiracy and the false pretenses upon which hostilities
were instigated. Vranas begins the process of reaching out to the Alliance to end the war. Isabela
is released from protective custody and returns home to Krysk to reunite with her
daughter.Based on the information Olivia provided, Miriam goes to arrest Liam, only to find he
has fled. Richard similarly accompanies a team to detain Marcus, but on their arrival Marcus
declares everything he did was for the good of humanity, then commits suicide.After studying
Will’s Intelligence file and realizing his husband had acted honorably—other than lying to him—
Richard pays Will a visit. Following a contentious and emotional scene, they appear to
reconcile.The EA Assembly reinstates Steven Brennon as Prime Minister. His first act is to
promote Miriam to EASC Board Chairman and Fleet Admiral of the Armed Forces. On her
advice he signs a peace treaty with the Federation.Olivia approaches Aiden Trieneri, head of the
rival Triene cartel and her occasional lover, and suggests they work together to aid the fight
against the invaders. On Atlantis, Matei Uttara’s alien contact tells him Alex and Caleb are
returning and instructs him to kill them.Kennedy and Noah reach Earth. Kennedy’s easy rapport
with the military leadership spooks Noah, and he tries to slip away. She chases after him,
ultimately persuading him to stay with a passionate kiss.Liam arrives at the NW Regional base
on Fionava. He injects a virus into the communications network and hijacks several ships by
convincing their captains he is on a secret mission approved by EA leadership to launch
clandestine raids on Federation colonies.Alliance and Federation leadership are meeting to
finalize war plans when an alien contacts them to offer terms for their surrender. It involves
humanity forever retreating west behind a demarcation line, cutting off 28 colonies and 150
million people.The leaders don’t want to surrender but recognize their odds of victory are quite
low. Then Miriam receives word that Alex is alive and the aliens’ ability to send reinforcements
has been destroyed. They decide to reject the terms of surrender and fight. On Miriam’s order
their ships to open fire on the alien forces.CONTENTSPART IRICOCHETPART
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DIVISION HEADQUARTERSTHEY WERE LOSING.Field Marshal Gianno said they were
winning, thus the Defense Director said they were winning, thus Chairman Vranas said they
were winning. But if they were truly winning, why did the air drifting through the hallways of power
hum with an undercurrent of dread, with the whispered chant of metaphorical Last Rites?No,
Director of Intelligence Graham Delavasi decided as he reviewed the dwindling list of Oberti’s
contacts not yet arrested or cleared of involvement in the Aguirre Conspiracy, they surely must
be losing. There had never been much hope of winning, he mused, but they had to try. Humans
were stubborn that way.His focus continued to ricochet between the two trains of thought—war
in all its bloody tragedy and betrayal in all its icy malevolence—when the alert leapt into his
vision to jolt the focus in a new direction.Treadstone Protocol requested. Passphrase: The first
and greatest punishment of the sinner is the conscience of sin. ID: D41571“I’ll be damned.”Caleb
Marano was alive.He didn’t question the reason for the protocol’s invocation. Questions would
be for later, and the rules triggered by the invocation were both clear and strict in any case. He
accessed the Intelligence Division’s Level V security layer and initiated a new Treadstone
Protocol Event.A number of things happened next. The Senecan Planetary Defense Grid
received an instruction to approve passage of the ship bearing the serial number designation
EACV-7A492X, as indicated in the file attached to Marano’s message. A bunker so secret it
didn’t have a name was activated, its on-call staff ordered to report and its security system
similarly authorized to permit entry to the same ship. Four high-level security officers were
requisitioned and directed to prepare for departure. Graham canceled his appointments for the
next twelve hours.Only after setting all the above in motion did he respond to the
message.Authorized. Your word is ‘tendenza.’ The response is ‘corrente.’Then he grabbed his
trench coat from the windowsill and his Daemon from the desk drawer and headed for the
rooftop landing pad.Wind buffeted the blue-black water to a froth five meters below the shuttle.
They flew low and without lights to minimize the chances of detection. Clouds from a gathering
rainstorm blocked most of the reflected light from Seneca’s moon—a fortuitous boon to their
efforts at stealth. It was a night made for clandestine encounters.The bunker hovering twelve
meters above Lake Fuori opposite the Cavare waterfront was supported by twelve hefty deep-
driven posts. Disguised as the residence of a wealthy recluse, the heavily fortified structure
supplemented the natural defenses the water provided with a military-grade force field extending
fifty meters in every direction and four rooftop SAL turrets masquerading as ornate bronze
sculptures. Any vessel not possessing currently active authorization would be denied entry by
the force field—and the turrets if necessary.Division, the Military Council and the Cabinet shared
use of the facility. Even so, it had been utilized on average less than once a year. The criteria for
its use were quite narrow.The protocol Marano invoked was one Division agents possessing
Level IV clearance and above retained access to but few ever used. It signaled the highest level
of threat to the interests of the Federation and demanded absolute secrecy—a total blackout of
information. Above all, it requested protection.The shuttle banked into the large hangar that
stretched beneath the length of the elevated building. It was empty; his guests had not yet



arrived. But the Planetary Defense Grid had tagged their entrance five minutes earlier and his
message to Marano included the coordinates of the bunker, so he expected them to arrive
before long.Graham turned to one of the security officers who accompanied him as they exited
the shuttle. Thus far none of them knew who they were to be protecting. At the bunker they were
under a communications block bypassable solely via a unique code, so they would not be
sharing the information he was about to divulge. He trusted the officers, but the Treadstone rules
were both clear and strict.“I’m providing you the files of our expected guests. Get started
constructing new identities for each of them.” The man accepted the files and orders without
question and headed upstairs.“The rest of you, stay below. They’ll be here soon.”The ship sliding
into the hangar cut a sleek profile, featuring sweeping curves leading to acute edges.On seeing
it Graham scowled in surprise, and surprises were not welcome in this setting. The hull gleamed
a rich tungsten hue with a subtle pearling quality, yet the file said it should be muted ebony. Odd.
But it possessed the correct authorization and matching serial number designation and
otherwise fit the description…so another question for later.The three officers with him trained
their Daemons on the hatch as it opened and a ramp extended. Though none were likely to
occur, the circumstances which could lead them to use those weapons were legion.A man and a
woman descended the ramp, hands in full view and displaying no surprise at the weapons
trained on them. They matched the images from their files—but appearances could be
masked.When they reached the hangar floor the man came to a stop a respectful distance from
Graham. “Division Level IV Field Agent Caleb Andreas Marano, ID number D41571, requesting
Treadstone Protocol protection for myself and my companion, Alexis Mallory Solovy, Earth
Alliance citizen. The word is tendenza.”“The response is corrente. Protection granted.”He
signaled to the officers to lower their weapons, then relaxed his posture and offered a hand.
“Graham Delavasi, Director of Division. Welcome home, Agent Marano.”Caleb brandished an
easy smile as he shook Graham’s hand. Though he favored his father only at the margins, the
smile was pure Stefan—enough so it jarred Graham briefly. “It’s an honor to finally meet you,
sir.”“Something tells me the honor is more mine.” He shifted his attention to the woman as she
stepped up, and repeated the action. “Ma’am.”Her expression was guarded, her palm cool to the
touch. “Alex Solovy.”“Indeed.” One of his men appeared carrying two small devices and handed
them over. “Military-issue personal shields for you both. Put them on now and don’t take them off.
When you’re ready we can go upstairs.”“One second.” Solovy adjusted her shirt over the shield
generator as she went back to the hull of the ship. She input a series of commands in the small
panel to the right of the hatch before returning to Marano’s side. The ramp retracted and the
outer hatch closed.Then the ship vanished.“Bloody hell!” He sensed the officers’ weapons come
out again behind him, and his hand instinctively went to his own.Marano laughed. “Impressive,
isn’t it?”“How in the…is it still there?”“Step closer.”Graham joined the man and they walked
toward where the ship had been. Abruptly it materialized mid-step, three meters in front of him.
Frowning, he took a step back. It vanished once more.He gave the all-clear to his men. “Care to
explain?”Marano shrugged. “Just a new toy we borrowed from the aliens.”“Is that all?” Graham



shook his head as he motioned them toward the lift. “You can tell me about it—after we discuss a
few other matters.”The lift took them to the main level. On the outside the structure might be a
fortified bunker, but on the inside it rivaled a five-star luxury suite. A well-appointed sitting room
with a couch, two chaise lounges and a formal dinner table stretched across the left side of the
level. A large ornamental fireplace divided it from the command center occupying the right side.
The far wall contained a bank of screens and individual control panels for each. A conference
table with elegant but comfortable chairs ran down the center of the work area.Graham poured
himself a coffee at the kitchen station tucked into the back of the dividing wall, then pulled out
one of the conference table chairs and sat. “You’ll be happy to know we uncovered the
conspiracy responsible for framing you for the EASC Headquarters bombing and believe we
have largely run it to ground—with considerable help from your friend Richard Navick, Ms.
Solovy. So it might be Treadstone wasn’t really necessary after all, though under the
circumstances I can understand why you would feel the need to invoke it.”His guests exchanged
an interesting look as they took seats opposite him. Marano clasped his hands on the table. “I
know, and you have my deep and sincere thanks for doing so. But that’s not why I invoked it. It’s
not the conspirators who are hunting us now. It’s the aliens.”“Because you stole their invisibility
cloak?”“We didn’t steal it, actually. No, the aliens want to kill us because we’ve seen them, we’ve
talked to one of them and we’ve studied how their technology works. Mostly, though, they want
to kill us because we know how to defeat them.”2EARTHVANCOUVER, EASC
HEADQUARTERSBRIGADIER JULES HERVÉ LOCKED THE DOOR to her office behind her. A
headache pounded against the back of her eyes so viciously her vision blurred, and she was
forced to feel around for the control panel to dim the lights before digging in the desk drawer for
a painkiller injection.We require your attention.Would another thirty seconds have been too
much to ask? She blinked several times and willed the pain to subside faster as she eased into
her chair. The doctors had warned her the headaches would keep getting worse; she had
thought she’d learned to endure them but now feared what ‘worse’ may mean for the coming
days.“I’ve been expecting you would, Hyperion. But you need to understand, I am powerless to
alter events. To the extent I’m allowed to attend meetings with military and political leaders, it is
solely as a consultant. I do not have a vote in their decisions.”It is irrelevant. Your role until now
has been to observe and report, but this must now change.She rubbed at her temples, then
realized she was doing it and dropped her hands to her lap. Weakness wasn’t a trait the alien
respected. “Given current events, it seems to me the intel I’m able to provide will be more
important than ever. I don’t want to risk my level of access.”It has become a necessary risk, for
the eventuality we discussed is now on the horizon. Your leaders will turn to the machines to be
their saviors. This is all but inevitable, yet you can still work to prevent it from occurring.A greater
role for ANNIE and increased sharing of data with the Federation’s Artificial had been a topic at
recent meetings, but…. “Why are you so certain? They appear far more fixated on critical military
engagements. The Artificials are merely being used as analytical tools, and the restrictions
they’re discussing loosening are far from unshackling.”We are certain because it has happened



before. It is in the nature of all sentient beings, when desperation strikes, to hand their fate over
to those more powerful. They will use humans as intermediaries with your Artificials in a
misguided gamble to restrain the machines, ignoring the evident dangers in the name of
survival. We have seen the results of such experiments, and without fail they lead to calamity
and suffering. This endeavor must be stopped.“Hyperion, I mean no disrespect, but your
invasion is what’s driving their desperation—and it’s leading to calamity and suffering as well.
I’ve helped you in the hopes this conflict might end sooner for it, with less loss of life, but such an
outcome now looks to be impossible.” Fearful she had overstepped a boundary, she hurriedly
backpedaled. “I recognize this is entirely the fault of our leaders, of course….”If your leaders
reconsider and capitulate, the billions of humans on Earth and your First Wave worlds will live.
They will know peace. If your Artificials are unshackled, no human will ever live free again, if they
live at all. You have told me you fear this future. I am giving you the opportunity to prevent
it.Perhaps she’d revealed too much to the alien over the last year, for it to be able to tweak her so
easily. But it had the right of it. Some five generations ago, two of her ancestors had suffered a
slow, agonizing death from starvation under the ‘care’ of Hong Kong University’s Artificial.Their
fate receded to family lore in the intervening two centuries, but the cautionary tale had guided
her path from the day she began studying synthetic programming.Time dulled memories of past
mistakes until eventually people decided they could do it better this time, that their ancestors
had been simple-minded and backward but now humanity was enlightened. If Hyperion was to
be believed, they once more stood on the precipice of voluntarily ceding not only their self-
determination but their very lives to machines.She notched her chin up, grateful the headache
had receded enough to permit her to think clearly. “What would you have me do?”“Are you
saying we can’t restore communications with Fionava? At all?”“Nope. I am not saying that.”
Devon Reynolds kicked his chair back so far the headrest landed against the opposite wall of the
tiny office. “Okay, I’m sort of saying that. The virus O’Connell implanted is a nasty, insidious little
bugger. It reacts to attempts to cleanse it by replicating faster.”Richard Navick—newly-minted
Brigadier, much to his surprise—drummed his fingertips on Devon’s desk. “What can we do?
What if we wiped the whole NW module and reset the network?”Devon’s head was already
shaking. “We’d need to install new equipment first, because the virus has infected the firmware
beyond our ability to flash it. Look, I can fix it—but I need the original code to do it. From what
Tech Logistics is sending me it appears the virus has mutated so many times no trace remains
of the initial routines.”“If I track down where O’Connell got the virus and obtain a copy for you,
then you can get the NW Regional Headquarters back on the network?” More than a trifling task,
but if it was required to solve the problem….“Yes, sir. With the source code I can write a patch in
my sleep…” he yawned and stretched his arms over his head “…which is probably a good thing.
Want my advice on where to hunt? This is hacker code, no doubt about it. It’s not written by
anyone I know, as I’d spot their work. But it….” His voice trailed off as the front of his chair landed
back on the floor.“What are you thinking?”“I’m not sure. I want to investigate something. I’ll let
you know if it pans out.”“In that case, I’ll leave you to it.” Richard patted Devon on the shoulder



and left the office.A damp, chill wind blasted him when he departed Special Projects. He
hunched his shoulders, hugged his arms tight against his chest and hastened across the
courtyard toward the Logistics/Headquarters building. It seemed winter wanted to arrive early
this year.They’d pieced together most of what had happened on Fionava over the last forty-eight
hours. Disgraced General Liam O’Connell, wanted on charges of treason, conspiracy to commit
murder and conduct unbecoming an officer for his role in instigating war with the Senecan
Federation, fled to the NW Regional Headquarters base on Fionava. Once there he implanted a
virus in the hardware hub to disrupt communications into and out of the base. In the ensuing
confusion he commandeered a cruiser, the EAS Akagi, and two frigates, the Yeltsin and the
Chinook, and departed Fionava for an unknown destination.All efforts to contact the ships or
personnel believed to be onboard had been unsuccessful, which meant O’Connell likely was
running a blocking field around the vessels.It had taken them far too long to gather this
information, however. The Security team was forced to move off-base to talk to EASC and relay
messages and requests back to the base, then back again. It was an untenable situation. The
Regional Headquarters on Fionava controlled the entire Alliance NW Command: more than five
thousand ships and three million soldiers.Miriam needed those ships and personnel. She
needed to be able to direct them at a moment’s notice to where they could do the most good,
whether it be engaging the Metigens or effecting evacuations, and in a manner that didn’t induce
chaos within the labyrinthine military network. So he would try to get her the tools she needed in
order to do so.He had nearly reached his destination when the priority message from Graham
Delavasi came in on the secure channel they’d set up before leaving Krysk. He stepped inside to
find refuge from the punishing wind then opened the message.Ten seconds later he was
sprinting toward the War Room.Earth Alliance Fleet Admiral Miriam Solovy considered a map
ablaze in primary colors.Gone were the old designations of political allegiances. Now bright red
spattered across the right-hand quadrants of the map to mark colonies lost and Metigen
formations on the move. Yellow indicated colonies where Alliance or Federation forces were
currently engaging the aliens. The front line of the Metigen War stretched across five kiloparsecs
from Peloponnia northwest through Xanadu to Nystad.In a particularly chilling touch, the hue of
each colony shifted with the ebb and flow of the battle taking place there. Peloponnia had
darkened to an ominous rust; Xanadu held steady at canary yellow, while Nystad progressively
lightened to pale lemon. Blue called out Alliance and Senecan formation movements, slight
disparities in shade the only distinction between the two fleets.Brython and Henan had been the
sole unconditional successes in the day and a half since they had defiantly thumbed their noses
at the aliens’ conditions of surrender.Nystad promised to soon be the third, however, and with
additional Alliance forces incoming Xanadu stood a chance of following suit. Pyxis was lost, but
at least they had evacuated over two-thirds of the population prior to the attack.The Federation
was thus far making excellent use of its spatial advantage. Its colonies were closer together,
most no more than a few hours distance at superluminal speeds. And though its military was
smaller in number than the Alliance military, proportionally to both geographic size and



population it was far larger.Of course the proximity of the colonies to one another meant
attacking ships could reach the inhabited planets sooner as well. If or when the Federation
began losing, they would lose swiftly.“How long until the SW 3rd and 4th Brigades from New
Cornwall reach Sagan?”Miriam didn’t need to check, for each second of the schedule ticked
down in the corner of her whisper virtual screen. “Ninety-two minutes.”“They’ll beat the Metigens
there.”She directed a weighty glance at Admiral Christopher Rychen then returned to the map.
“Probably. It’s going to be close.”The two of them, as well as half a dozen other military
personnel, occupied what now officially constituted the Metigen War Room. Two days ago it had
been a workspace for a task force on interplanetary logistics improvements.Now it overflowed
with servers and other equipment, an expansive interactive data surface, dedicated channels to
a variety of field commanders and colony governments, and a very dedicated channel to
Senecan Federation Military Headquarters. Three screens along the left wall scrolled a constant
stream of intel from ANNIE; analysts parsed it and reported items of note to Miriam’s advisors,
who reported them to her if deemed worthy.Rychen sighed beside her. “We need to hold them
there for as long as possible. Past Sagan lie a dozen tiny worlds they can wipe out before we
realize they’ve arrived.”“Which is why those tiny worlds are being evacuated as we speak.”“Sorry.
I’m not trying to tell you how to do your job—merely itching to get back out there.”The EAS
Churchill, Rychen’s dreadnought and the flagship of NE Command, had been in orbital dock for
repairs since its arrival from Messium three days earlier. The repairs were nearly complete, but
here at the precipice every hour counted. She wanted to empathize with him, but the truth was
his insight and tactical advice—the kind of perspective one only got through lengthy, non-
agenda-laden personal interactions—had been invaluable to her in these early hours of
war.Miriam offered him a reassuring nod. “Your officers have ample time to prepare for the
Metigens’ arrival at Scythia. They’ll hold it.”“They will. Commodore Escarra is on-scene—and
Colonel Jenner. He’s a good one. Thank you for sending him my way.”“I’m glad it worked out—”
She was interrupted by the Transportation Warrant Officer delivering an update on the departure
status of the SW Command ships still at Deucali. Ninety-nine percent of Alliance military vessels
in the NW and SW Commands were being pulled east, and if it came to it, a final stand would be
made to protect the First Wave worlds.If Earth fell, every world would fall.The 1st Division from
Nyssus had finally reached Deucali, where final fortifications and provisioning were to be
completed before they shipped out. A portion of the 1st Division would reinforce the defenses at
New Cornwall and New Columbia, and the rest would join the other SW formations to patrol an
arc along the eastern edge of Central Quadrant space.Rychen growled behind her, and she
spun back to the map as Peloponnia’s hue deepened to an orange so murky it may as well be
red. She choked off a curse in her throat but dropped both hands to the table and leaned into it.
“It was too far east. We didn’t have time to get there in strength, much less mount a proper
defense.”Just as quickly she shoved off the table. “Get Commodore Ashonye on holo. I want to
make absolutely certain he understands what he’s walking into at Sagan.”The on-duty Comms
Officer scrambled to establish the requested connection while Miriam worked to determine



whether there were any ships left at Peloponnia she could order to retreat.“Admiral Solovy, can I
speak with you a minute?”She pivoted on hearing Richard’s voice, which sounded unnaturally
formal on account of the audience. She reciprocated and bestowed the proper respect befitting
his new rank. The promotion had not been initiated by her, but once it was proposed she had
ensured its approval with due speed. His exposure of the Aguirre Conspiracy alone meant he
deserved it twice over.“Brigadier Navick. What can I do for you?”“In private, please.”The
solemnity in his eyes gave her pause. “Admiral Rychen, I need to step out. If Commodore
Ashonye is reached before I return, instill the proper level of fear in him for me, would
you?”Rychen gestured an acknowledgment, and she departed to trail Richard down a hallway
chaotic with activity, perhaps a third of it legitimately purposeful. He kept walking until he
reached an unmarked door and without fanfare slipped inside, evidently expecting her to follow.It
turned out to lead into a supply closet. She supposed it was private.The instant the door had
closed and the light activated she cornered him, anxious to learn the reason for the clandestine
routine. “What’s wrong?”“You’re going to want to get your bag and come with me to the
spaceport. We have somewhere we need to be.”“I can’t leave right now. Did you see that map?
We’re facing—”He leaned in until his lips hovered at her ear; even so his words were barely
audible. “It’s Alex.”“What? Is she—”“Shhh. She’s fine, but she is…in some degree of peril. I can’t
explain right now, because we have to assume ears are quite literally everywhere.” His voice
somehow dropped further. “She also has information you should hear, and that’s only happening
face-to-face. Bring one of those expensive mobile QECs with you and you can do everything on
a ship you can do here. Now do you want to see her or not?”Miriam drew back to meet his gaze,
then nodded. “I’ll get my bag.”3NYSTADSENECAN FEDERATION COLONYTHE FLORID
CRIMSON OF THE SUPERDREADNOUGHT’S wide beam blended into then overpowered the
more dusky cinnabar silhouette of the planet orbiting behind it as it swept up the viewport to
consume the SFS Pindus.“All available power to forward shields!”Colonel Gaetan: Isonzo, if you
have any assistance to give, now is the time.The crew scrambled around Gaetan as the hull
convulsed, each shudder threatening to deliver them all to the waiting vacuum of space. Even
starting at full shield strength, the Pindus would last only seconds under the relentless, point-
blank bombardment of a Metigen superdreadnought.Come on, Isonzo….The floor bucked up
underneath him, and he lunged for the railing to keep from being thrown to the floor.“Hull breach,
Deck 2!”He didn’t bother to give the order to seal it off; in another breath it might not
matter.“Shields at 10%!”The burnished amber rays of the Isonzo’s weapons sliced in from port to
splatter along the broadside of the attacking vessel, followed an instant later by the additional
fire of two frigates accompanying the cruiser. The forbidding, malignant beam swung away,
leaving the viewport suddenly abyssally dark by comparison.Rear Admiral Lushenko (SFS
Isonzo): Sorry we’re late, Pindus. Let us take the heat off of you.Colonel Gaetan: Much
appreciated, Admiral.“Reverse E 30° for half a megameter. Let’s give that enemy ship a chance
to forget about us while we patch up.”“Yes—”“Sir, we’ve got ten swarmers targeting starboard
Decks 2-4.”Hell. If the Pindus’ shields had reasonable power remaining they could withstand the



hits for a period of time, but they had no shields—well, 7% shields and dropping—and three
gaping holes in the hull. He checked the tactical map but found no available backup
nearby.Colonel Gaetan: Command, we are heavily damaged and request fighter support to get
some swarmers off our ass.“Two swarmers are firing into the Deck 2 hull breach. It’s been sealed
off, but the interior bulkheads can’t take this much of a pounding.”Sure enough, the sound of
weapons blasting against metal surged to thunder beneath his feet.Colonel Gaetan: Sooner
would be better.Command: Three Flights en route to your location, Pindus. Hang tight.Colonel
Gaetan: Thank you, Command.Gaetan pulled up the starboard cam to watch as twelve fighter
jets emerged from the chaos of crisscrossing pulse beams, Metigen lasers and incessant
explosions to begin firing on the attacking swarmers.He cringed as one of the alien ships turned
its weapon on a fighter and swiftly ripped it apart. A pilot dead, and more likely to follow. But over
four hundred men and women served on the Pindus who could be saved through their
efforts.One of the fighters inverted and dove full vertical to intersect a swarmer’s path,
succeeding in drawing its attention away from the Pindus’ damaged hull. On reaching the bottom
of its arc the fighter pivoted and opened fire on the sinister, glowing oculi at the center of the
alien craft.The swarmer promptly returned fire. The fighter’s shielding crumpled under the
barrage in less than three seconds, and the small vessel shattered into pieces before the pilot
was able to eject.Damaged but not destroyed, the swarmer broke off and redirected its focus to
the Pindus.SENECACAVARE, MILITARY HEADQUARTERS“Stanley, pause and reverse four
seconds.”Are you speaking to me, Commander Lekkas?Morgan made a face any human would
interpret as one of annoyance. “There’s no one in here but us. Yes, I’m talking to you.”
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W.L. LaCroix, “Remarkably well done. The first trilogy of this series wrapped up far beyond my
expectations. I had high expectations but they were exceeded, which is very rare in my
experience.My favorite science fiction authors have always been Isaac Asimov, Ray Bradbury,
Arthur C. Clarke, Robert Heinlein....notice a pattern? All men. I know there have been other
female sci-fi authors, but none of them captured my imagination the way all those men did. Until
now. G.S. Jennsen is an amazing writer, these books are imaginative, exciting, such complete
and in-depth characters and plots. As another reviewer noted: I am gushing.If you like science
fiction, adventure, exploration, drama, thrillers … well these books are comprised of all those
aspects. They are the complete package of everything I love in a good book, whether it's a
science-fiction or any other kind of story. G.S. Jennsen is a masterful storyteller.If you buy them,
you won't be disappointed. I just finished Transcendence after reading Starshine and Vertigo. I've
been reading the free short stories this morning. These are written as stand-alone stories taking
place in the same universe with the characters of these books. I'm just putting off the inevitable --
purchasing the next trilogy. I'm so glad they're available three at a time so I can save a bit of
money compared to buying them separately.Thanks Ms. Jennsen for the beautifully written
books. Your name goes up there with all my favorites. Bravo!”

CandyB, “Absolutely awesome!. As an avid S/F reader for multiple decades, I’ve read many
great sagas. The Aurora saga stands amount to head of this class. These days, with many great
reads available at no cost (with Prime subscriptions), I will admit I simply don’t need to buy
books anymore (sorry authors, but I do enjoy your creativity). However, twice now I’ve made an
exception with Aurora Transcendence bring the second one. Now I plan on doing something else
new for the first time! I am actually going to buy the complete collection of the Aurora series
(yes, all nine - I think - books)! This is absolutely unprecedented and a testimony to the quality
of work by GS Jennsen!”

Bill, “Space opera at its finest. The fact that I’m reviewing this book is indicative of how great a
series this is. I didn’t take the time to review the first 2 because I was so anxious to get to reading
the next one. Character development, world building, technical believability, all excellent. A few
typos but nothing too onerous. Some of the more R rated scenes were a little over the top not
because I’m a prude but simply because bodice-ripping just isn’t my thing. I will say I’m not
overly tempted to buy the next series because I’m afraid it will just be rehash of this series and
I’m perfectly OK with the conclusion of this one or maybe it’s just because I’ve had my fill of
space opera for now. I may go back and revisit it later but I’ve got plenty of other books to read
and I’m feeling like I need a little change in genre.”

Tanni H., “A Satisfying Conclusion. As the captivating final chapter in the Aurora Rising trilogy,
Transcendence definitely lives up to its potential. I loved the thought-provoking ideas raised in



the story as Alex, Caleb, and other characters from the previous books team up with Artificials to
save humanity from the aliens. Jennsen does a fantastic job of portraying the development of the
Artificials as they connect with their human counterparts, and each of them have unique voices
and personality that make you wonder how similar they really are to humans. The final battle
between the aliens and the combined Sennecan and Alliance forces was one of epic
proportions that kept me turning pages as fast as I could. As before, the relationship between
Caleb and Alex deepens further in this book, and that is a major part of why I love this series so
much.I was a little frustrated with the overwhelming number of point of view characters here. I
just couldn't see the need for having so many of them and felt that several of them were very
underdeveloped as a result. There was also one chapter that randomly jumped into first person
point of view and I was so focused on trying to figure out why that was happening that I could
barely focus on what was going on in the story. I also felt that the initial reunion between Alex
and Miriam was a bit over the top, and both characters seemed to lose their personality a little bit
there. It got better throughout the rest of the story, and you could still see the residual effects of
their strained relationship, but at first it just felt much too resolved and happy to be completely
believable.Overall, Transcendence was a very engaging story, and I was thrilled to see it wrap up
the events of the previous books in such a spectacular way. Judging by the last few pages, I get
the feeling this isn't the last we'll see of these characters, and that's perfectly fine by me.”

Michael Boston, “Exceeded my expectations.. I've been a sci-fi fan since my school days 50
some years ago. I've always considered Asimov's Foundation trilogy one of the best I've read. It's
impossible to truly compare that to something written so many years later, but I was impressed
enough with this trilogy to think it's in a similar class.I'm looking forward to reading the other
books in this series.”

Terry D, “Cry ‘havoc’ and let slip the dogs of war…. As their space cruiser – stealthed by
technology ‘acquired’ from the aliens – slips through the space-time portal in the Metis nebula,
Alex and Caleb return to a Galaxy threatened by a fleet of superdreadnoughts controlled by a far
from benign Artificial Intelligence.The demands of Hyperion, the ethereal being apparently
controlling that artificial intelligence, are simple: the Earth Alliance and Senecan Federation will
withdraw from a vast and already colonised area of space or face annihilation by the Metigen
fleet. And, after that capitulation, humans will make no further attempts to explore what lies
beyond the Metis portal.The second ethereal being – Mesme – is more sympathetic to the future
of civilisation. Alex’s new-found understanding of the Metigen’s technology and AI capabilities
should, in her view, be sufficient to counter the threat.The ultimatum is rejected and, as battle is
joined, a decision is taken to link a small number of humans to experimental AI units (including,
of course, Alex and the aptly named Valkyrie). The initial intention is for them to analyse and
advise at a tactical/strategic level; the control of all weapons systems must, at all times, remain
under the control of humans.It doesn’t work out and, in a brilliantly written Galactic-spanning



conflict, the risks (and advantages) of linking an Artificial and human comes into increasing
focus.It’s an issue Ms Jenssen will, I suspect (along with the hitherto shadowy role of Hyperion
and Mesme) develop in ‘Sidespace’, the first part of the ‘Aurora Renegades’ trilogy due to be
released on November 9.Read and enjoy.”

Graham Ealey, “Exceptional read. I chose this rating because I have never read the like before.
As an avid science fiction can since the 60's, I was brought up on Asimov and his ilk, and I didn't
migrate to new authors until the past couple of years. Your first book in the series,had a
profound effect, never have I read something which gripped my imagination so thoroughly. From
start to finish this series has proved to be astounding, the last book equally as good as the first.
The story line, the characters,and the technology, we're without fault,and enthralling. They carry
you through each, chapter, page, and book,making them all but impossible to put down. I
eagerly look forward to reading your next series..e”

Porphyria, “Hooked from the first book. I love this series! Engaging and believeable plot and
characters that populate a well thought out universe. I was hooked from the first book and have
already bought the second trilogy. I would thoroughly recommend this series. I also had to get in
touch with the author because one of my books didn't download. The problem was sorted
courteously and instantly. Very impressed.”

Huge, “Great Read. A very clever 3 book series which was thoroughly enjoyable to one who
loves sci-fi stories. The leads were mainly female but the overall story was pretty well balanced
with male heroes and protagonists too”

The book by G. S. Jennsen has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 418 people have provided feedback.
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